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The page you are looking for is no longer here, or never existed in the first place (bummer). You can try searching for what you are looking for using the form below. If that still doesn't provide the results you are looking for, you can always start over from the home page.
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      Aztec Floor Maintenance Floor Cleaning and Floor Polishing Machines
			When investing in your next commercial floor maintenance equipment, look for floor machines that will save you time, money, and labor. From our terrazzo polishing and concrete floor grinding and polishing machines to our floor stripping machines and concrete refreshing machines, each is designed and built as a rugged piece of equipment that will be durable enough to last for years and powerful enough to help you clean better than the competition. High-productivity cleaning equipment like the Aztec Sidewinder stripper  and the Lowrider propane floor burnishing machine will help you realize significant labor savings and substantial savings on chemical costs.

Aztec’s floor stripping and refinishing machines enable you to tackle the biggest jobs with the highest productivity and most efficient labor use in the industry. Aztec floor machines are known for high speed stripping floor finish at 15,000 sqft/hour, deep scrubbing VCT floor wax at 30,000 sqft/hour, and putting down multiple coats of floor chemicals, at up to 35,000 sqft/hour. The Aztec propane powered floor machines like our terrazzo and concrete floor grinding UltraGrind and polishing machines allow you to be more competitive in pricing and efficiency. Additionally, Aztec’s propane floor cleaning equipment is compliant with EPA and CARB emission standards, providing a safe work environment for whether it is in a cleaning schools, cleaning universities, cleaning industrial facilities, cleaning sports stadiums, cleaning large retail stores, or cleaning shopping malls.

Aztec’s propane engines are safe to use indoors, are equipped with custom catalytic mufflers, and have the LOWEST EMISSIONS IN THE INDUSTRY. Green Certifications include: CE, CARB, EPA, LEED and US Green Building Council LEED IEQ Credit 3.4 Requirements. Additional optional safety features of Aztec floor machines include: NEES electronic air/fuel mix controller to enable “Blue Sky” emission levels; emissions auto shut down; centrifugal clutch; dust control when available; and kill switch lanyard.

Aztec’s machines include an equipment warranty and an engine warranty and are PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA.
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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